
Thank you for your interest in buying our products. We are sending some 
valuable information about our international orders.

About our products

We manufacture products to various sports. The product we most receive orders from 
abroad is the PFD (Personal Flotation Device) Nob Vela Flex 2, for sailing. So if you 
want a custom Nob PFD for sailing, you will probably want the Vela Flex 2. We also 
have the Sailing Pro and those are the only products we customize starting from 1 unit.

Sizing 

To decide which size is appropriate for you, please consult this measures and sizes 
table. Notice that measures are in centimeters and kilos. 

Colors 

The color available in the standard PFD Nob Vela Flex 2 (with no customization) is 
black and in the Sailing Pro is dark grey. Here you can find the link of both products in 
our website (accepts direct online orders only in Brazil):

Vela Flex 2: https://www.nobmultisports.com/loja/coletes/colete-adulto/colete-nob-vela-
flex/

Sailing Pro: https://www.nobmultisports.com/loja/coletes/colete-adulto/sailing-pro/

For custom colors we have: 

Sides: Black, white, red, royal blue, dark blue. *

Body (front and back): Also all these colors plus  grey, orange and green.* 

*The variaty of our raw-material stock depends on quantity of orders, please consult the 
combination with us anyway, to see if is available when put the order.
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Layout

We use to make COUNTRY FLAG + COUNTRY INITIALS on front and SAILOR´S 
NAME on back. We can also make a big flag on the back in place o the Nob logo. For 
other layouts please consult, we make depending on the complexity and quantity of 
items.

 

How to order

You can buy your PFD contacting us by e-mail: nob@nobmultisports.com 

We will send the link of our online spreadsheet for you to fill and send us as a copy, it 
contains all information we need to know. We will make a layout, send for you to 
aprove and inform the price including shipping. When we receive the payment we start 
production that takes 3 to 4 weeks*. 

* If you don’t want personalization we skip the layout, inform only the price including shipping  
and send as soon as we receive the payment.   

Shipping

Currently we are using FedEx, we will calculate and inform the price including the 
shipping. 

Payment

We will send you by e-mail a link for payment that you can use credit card (PayPal).

Doubts 

If you have any doubts or different requests send us an e-mail: 
nob@nobmultisports.com 
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